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"She's Crazy - 

Mental Health and Other Myths"
You MUST See This Play!!!

On May 11th, NAMI Northern Kentucky and NKY's Crisis Iintevention Team present the
play "She's Crazy--Mental Health and Other Myths."  

Written and performed by Sherry and Erin McCamley and Cathy Springfield, this
entertaining and educational presentation combines the stories of the actors'
experience of their mental illness/substance use with current statistics and stories of
healing.  The cabaret style presentation will highlight issues related to substance
abuse/dependence, bipolar disorder, major depression, OCD, PTSD, family
dysfunction, suicide, mental illness statistics, and suicide statistics
in an effort to reduce the stigma of mental illness.

Time: 7:30 p.m. (doors open at 6:30 p.m.) 

Place: Calvin Perry Community Center 
8236 W. Main St. Alexandria, KY 41001

Tickets are $10 

Order tickets by contacting: 



CONNECTED
                                                     

(859) 392-1730

Info@naminky.org

www.naminky.org
  

               
  www.facebook.com/
naminorthernkentucky

 

www.twitter.com
search for "NAMI_NKY"

 

JOIN OUR
MAILING LIST

  
Click to join our mailing list

and receive newsletters and
important updates.

  

BECOME A
MEMBER

  
$35 Individual 

Annual Membership
                     

Member Benefits:

Newsletters from NAMI
NKY, NAMI Kentucky and

NAMI National

Volunteer, Advocacy and
Networking Opportunities.

Being part of the 
NAMI Family.

Join Today

DONATE
  

Donations are greatly

appreciated.
  

Checks Payable to:

NAMI NKY
303 Court Street, Ste 707

Covington, KY 41011
 

 Click Here to
Donate Online.

  

Order tickets by contacting: 

Laura Wilson
7763 Asbury Hills Drive, Cincinnati, OH 45255

513.325.5128 or info@naminky.org

Refreshments will be available and be sure to stop by the raffle table! 
(hint: bring cash)

Reservations strongly suggested. Walk-ins accepted.

 
Improving Medication Adherence

 
One of the biggest problems people with mental illness--and their families and  
caregivers--face is taking medication as prescribed.  This is not a problem unique to
people with mental illness--it is estimated that 46% of people in the general population
don't take medication as prescribed.  Given this statistic, the fact that people with
psychotic disorders DO take it properly 40-60% of the time is pretty remarkable, given
all of the negative factors involved (delusions, side effects, cost, etc.).  Even for
something as important as blood pressure medication--which can lead to stroke and
death if not taken-is taken properly only 1/3 of the time.  As we know, for people with a
psychotic disorder going off medication can have devastating consequences.

How can we improve this record?  In a sense, can we make people with severe
mental illness BETTER at taking medication than the "normal" population? 
Researchers have been trying different things., but have not found a magic bullet yet. 
One thing that has worked is giving people a small cash payment when they get an
injection of maintenance medications.  This resulted in an 85% compliance rate! 
However, nothing else tried has, as yet, has good results.  Having a positive attitude
toward medication and insight into illness were the only factors consistently associated
with greater adherence.   That's a problem when 50% of people with psychosis also
have anosognosia, which prevents them from recognizing they have an illness. 
Evidence about the role of side effects - commonly blamed for non-adherence - was
weak or contradictory. 

Ultimately, we are not going to solve this problem until we have a better understanding
of human nature in general when it comes to taking medication.

Fuller, D.A. (2016).  Improving Medication Adherence.  Research Weekly, Treatment Advocacy Center, January 8,
2016 .http://webmailb.juno.com/webmail/new/5?
userinfo=2166a92c0848a77d4c77f6a91089f6e6&count=1454090585&randid=1972172938

   

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg0f-kjRUosWMQWoUX949QtMMGwXYYgvUhDHKy7R9Avno1WbWwZryIhzx9o4YhXrNoEOkV0_cDi2-Y7kkGkPWiZlZMTpi71Dv88aIONbwncmpVa7e7XR6AsOL2iGqO1rJsmOtJNl5pUaPzhZpPuiXe8M=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBgzRfIZvkMZbqisS4IyI7DOo5iCG7kjn_t4X-JMy-jOdbrPt8ZpKEsP_MVQbPwbzcuTCNx8NJJnu_mXX27OgoTEQ6k_jtn63RvbrZyNVQ8Orla4cVqbtbWENTY8g7grvkBQ==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg6Mg1Wzg9-q39LrEUz3zg6l5Cps8PbYMpb5tkszII2udBga1Vs3AwnM8VX72mc_tMVeUCfas2P6Meqou6Vci8BlF54yDt_4bU6fu_mH90RZ4uIoj3VSwl394ZDzmBdX4bw==&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg3uh5KphY2F9QP6KCfvNztiebdet-fVUZQzAE2okyH1NfhSNmV_E-N3SARcVMvQCACyJQ39Pza5VHSNR143Z_YPMA1gY2BEfVGxZpTb8lTCsBFfEdxS5zuTO7Xx9OvJw15P11NmBWC0w&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBgwtoAvuDOZu4hUyXxbRAb1-sboLhcZBWAWzpepkKtOtMmBMIw5DdAbOPNxVXE5JWk2A7CR7gQcafJ-Mjzam2Z-mokzDGUVLJicr8Xz7uzNUZIbUykt9DwsY4OIUaUb-UqA==&c=&ch=


     

    
SAS Walk is September 30, 2017

NAMI Northern Kentucky and the Northern Kentucky Crisis Intervention Team are
partnering to sponsor the 7th Annual Steps Against Stigma Walk on September 30,
2017 at Pioneer Park in Covington, Kentucky.
 
Each fall, members of the community commemorate World Health Month by
participating in Steps Against Stigma.  During this event, walkers take steps in
advocacy to promote metal health education and support and to bring an end to the
social stigma placed upon individuals living with mental illness.   
 
The event includes walking along the park's designated trail, a picnic lunch and a gift
basket raffle.  Proceeds will go to support programs and services provided by NAMI
Northern Kentucky and the Northern Kentucky Crisis Intervention Team.
 
We are currently seeking sponsors for our event.  There are several
opportunities available, so if you or someone you know is interested in becoming a
sponsor, please contact NAMI NKY at info@naminky.org or 859-392-1730.

Registration information will be published at a later date.
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Tim's Law 

Miles to Go...and Promises to Keep
Tim's law has passed.  This law basically strengthens the existing involuntary
hospitalization law (KRS 202A) to provide for court-ordered Assisted Outpatient
Treatment (AOT).  It is specifically designed for those with serious mental illness who

have anosognosia (failure to recognize they are ill) but don't need inpatient
hospitalization. 

Two caveats:

(1) The person must have been involuntarily committed to a state psychiatric hospital
at least two times in the prior 12 months.

(2) There is no money attached to the law.
 
That's right.  How can the court order someone to AOT when it doesn't exist?  How will
it exist without adequate funds to provide it?
 



 
Tim's law is a step in the right direction, but far, far from a solution.
 
Board member Martha Bessler kindly provided this link if you want to read the detailed
summary and explanation to the law:

http://www.namilexington.org/wp-content/uploads/bsk-pdf-manager/Tim's_Law_-AOT-
HB_79_&_SB_91_Bill_Summary_-_Jan_2017_187.pdf

***Note:  Governor Matt Bevin vetoed the law when it passed, but the veto as since
been overturned.
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CIT Update
As a follow up to the above article, let us update you on our latest Crisis Intervention
Training (CIT).  CIT helps police officers identify mental illness and steer people with
mental illness to treatment facilities rather than taking them to jail.  In March NAMI, in
conjunction with lawyers, Mental Health America, NorthKey, and multiple police
departments trained 31 officers in CIT.  For the first time, every officer was from the
Northern Kentucky region, including one officer who had been trying to get into the
class for three years! The training took one week, and we were graciously hosted by
the Boone County Sheriff Department.. We are delighted  to welcome these officers to
the CIT family and know they will have a positive impact on our region.  During the
class, Sgt. Natalie Selby presented data on CIT interactions with people with mental
illness from a number of different departments.  The statistics are truly impressive, with
officers only rarely having to use force and never having to use lethal force.

  

No New Antidepressants in Sight
It is likely to be at least 10 years before any new generation of antidepressants comes
to market, despite evidence that depression and anxiety rates are increasing across
the world.  The depression drug pipeline has run dry partly due to a "failure of science"
they said, but also due to big pharma pulling investment out of research and
development (R&D) in the neuroscience field because the profit potential is uncertain. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg0xMwmRBnAHaBXoDkyKv0doCcOVPpt_kygqJ5NwVjydgZ_EkQcxj8-Fu9I-JV0BYMGK7wEjjI31kKQUWrp1TzLwk6VFQFsgPQDd7LOGC4sUTmKPIVMDt18ewZnfqfC9Wcgm34Dk9-dsntsyiwqv9VtzBTvucq8SvrLXTbEgGS-3wBtXV1W6k4G4245Z9PBFyO7v1Uq-8x-mWF1IFD1NqBjqp-KHjMuU0z4iw6c9xuxo2rRMHtpEnWuRnmIE8jHgiLD1f1Ni_2M1Y&c=&ch=


development (R&D) in the neuroscience field because the profit potential is uncertain. 
Partly, also, there is reluctance because in this condition in particular, placebo can
have a massive impact.  This makes effectiveness hard to study and prove.  It costs
approximately a billion dollars to bring a new drug to market.

Treatment for depression usually involves either medication, some form of
psychotherapy, or a combination of both.  But up to half of all people treated fail to get
better with first-line antidepressants, and around a third of patients are resistant to
relevant medications.  Since the current generation of SSRI (selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitors) antidepressants are widely available as cheap generics, there is
reluctance among health services to fund expensive new drugs that may not be much
better.  The other problem is lagging scientific research into what is really happening in
the brains of those who do and do not respond to current antidepressants.

Depression is one of the most common forms of mental illness, affecting more than
350 million people worldwide and ranking as the leading cause of disability globally,
according to the World Health Organization.  In the United States, more people than
ever are taking antidepressants. A study in the Journal of the American Medical
Association (JAMA) in 2015 found that prevalence almost doubled from 1999 to 2012,
rising to 13 from 6.9 percent.

Kelland, K. (2017)  No New Antidepressants in Sight Despite Growing Need, Experts Warn.  Reuters Health
Information, January 12, 2017 

 
Keeping Our Kids Safe: X-Plan

 
Here is a way for you to keep your kids safe, while not embarrassing them.  

Particularly teenagers often find themselves in situations where something starts
happening that they aren't comfortable with (sex, drugs, alcohol, etc.) but they stick
around because they don't have a way out.  They certainly--due to peer pressure--
can't call their parents to come get them!--especially if they are in a place they should
not have gone to in the first place.

This is called the X-Plan.  Arrange with you child that if he/she has to get out of a
situation they send you a simple text message, "X".  The parent will then respond, no
questions asked.  The parent calls the child, tells the child something has come up and
the parent needs to come get the child right now.  The child then tells his friend that
something has happened at home, someone is on their way to get him/her, and s/he
has to leave. 

Here's the key to make this work:  The parent agrees ahead to pass no judgment and
ask no questions; the child can tell the parent as much or little as they wish.  This can
be hard for parents, but rest easy--eventually you will find out anyway.  The important
thing is that this is what makes the system work.  Once kids realize you really can be
trusted--even though you are an adult!--they will open up.

http://faithit.com/xplan-teens-ber-fulks/



  
Are Mental Health Services a Good

Investment?
 
Increasing per capita spending for public psychiatric beds could reduce jail
populations in at least 35 states and the District of Columbia, according to a study by
two Oregon State University researchers.  However, the question remained: does this
save money?   Based on an analysis of data from 44 states and DC for 2001-2009,
the researchers concluded each extra dollar invested in public psychiatric hospital
beds per capita could yield a 26% return by reducing the number of people behind
bars.  The effect was greatest in locations where community mental health services
are less available. Investing in community services also would yield a positive return
on investment (ROI), the authors found, but of a smaller magnitude.
 
A 26% return on an investment is an incredible bargain.  This study is proof that
increasing mental health services is not only cost-effective, but very much so.  This is
becomes an even greater factor to consider upon reviewing an article published in the
Journal of the American Medical Association about modern asylems.

According to the article, the association found that deinstitutionalization has been a
failure. The authors argued we are instead seeing "transinstitutionalization," a process
by which the mentally ill are alternately and repeatedly passed between the mental
health and criminal justice systems.

The elimination of hospital beds for people who are psychotic or otherwise acutely or
chronically disabled by severe mental illness endangers them and society at large. 
The elimination of psychiatric beds is creating enormous strains on law enforcement,
jails, prisons and hospital ERs, where acutely ill people are essentially 're-
institutionalized'-or left to live on the streets. Wherever they are, they exist in an
alternate reality that deprives them of the ability to participate in life as they could with
treatment.

Nationwide, only 14.1 public hospital beds remained for each 100,000 people by
2010, the latest year for which data is available. The bed population has not been this
low since 1850, when it was 14.0. A minimum of 50 beds per 100,000 is a consensus
target for providing minimally adequate treatment to the public.  Our current mental
health system is one in which people with the most serious mental illnesses "suffer in
inappropriate facilities while we pat ourselves on the back for closing the asylums in
favor of community care...institutionalization is already happening, but it is happening in
a far less humane way than it could be.

1)Treatment Advocacy Center (2017).  Mental health spending and jail population.  Research Weekly, January 25,
2017.  http://webmailb.juno.com/webmail/new/5?
session_redirect=true&userinfo=2166a92c0848a77d4c77f6a91089f6e6&count=1487613186&cf=syn&randid=2135234619

2)Treatment Advocacy Center, "The Modern Asylum" Feb. 19, 2015.  http://www.treatmentadvocacycenter.org/about-
us/our-blog/69-no-state/2777-the-modern-asylum
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HIPAA Privacy Rules Questioned

 
The passage of the 21st Century Cures Act in January represented a watershed
moment for individuals and families affected by serious mental illness across the
country.  But US Representative Tim Murphy (R-PA), author of the landmark Cures Act,
doesn't think the bill goes far enough to help families locked out of their loved one's
care due to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) Privacy
Rule.  Rep. Murphy has been a consistent and strong advocate for mental health
treatment and supporting families caring for individuals with mental illness; we have
reported on his efforts several times previously.

Rep. Murphy said that he wanted a "compassionate communication allowance"
enabling doctors to notify family members of those with serious mental illness about
medical issues, instead of forcing them to wait until the patient's illness reached crisis
level.  "The doctor is no longer able to share information, and we think that's
preposterous," Murphy said. "Give the doctor the discretion to make the informed
decision to make that call."

Indeed, the HIPAA Privacy Rule creates barriers that hurt people suffering from mental
illness rather than help to protect them.  Under the law, medical providers are required

to keep patient information confidential, except under certain circumstances.  Under
normal circumstances, that is a good thing--but when the patient has a persistent and
severe mental illness, things are more complicated.  such patients might be too
incapacitated to make rational decisions involving their medical care, yet HIPAA
prevents family members from being able to step in and help.  "That patient does not
get care because they are not competent enough to get care," Murphy said.
"Sometimes they don't understand the existence of their mental illness or the
severeness of their mental illness.....For the patient themselves, we know that when a
family member is engaged and involved, the success rate is very, very high.  When a
family member is not involved, it declines considerably, so it's good for someone's
health."

HIPAA's privacy restrictions are complicated, and their ambiguity can lead to tragic
outcomes.  But because of the grey areas, many providers take the safest route  (from
a legal perspective) and don't reveal anything.  After all, the consequences for violating
confidentiality are quite severe.  There should be clearer regulations on what medical
providers can release and under what circumstances so they aren't putting their
professional necks on the legal chopping block any time they share information with
the family. 

Treatment Advocacy Center, Feb. 6, 2017.  The man behind the cures act takes aim at HIPAA privacy rule. 
http://www.treatmentadvocacycenter.org/fixing-the-system/features-and-news/3764-the-man-behind-the-cures-act-takes-
aim-at-hipaa-privacy-rule-?utm_source=News+Roundup+-+Week+of+Feb.+6-
Feb.+10&utm_campaign=News+Roundup&utm_medium=email

 



 

Youth Mental Illness Treatment
 
By the age of 16, one in three young people will experience a mental health disorder. 
How effective is psychotherapy with this group?  Looking back at literally hundreds of
studies over the past 50 years, researchers found that effects are moderate in
magnitude and relatively durable--they last. 

The effectiveness of therapy varies markedly by the type of problem.  Anxiety does
the best and, surprisingly, depression the worst.  This is particularly concerning since
psychotherapy is now the recommended first line treatment for youth depression, and
anti-depressant drugs are risker for use with adolescents than with adults.   Not
surprisingly, treatment was not as effective when there were multiple problems rather
than a single problem.  Treatment effectiveness was the same across different ethnic
groups.  

Weisz, J.R., et. al. (2017).  What five decades fo research tells us about the effects of youth psychological therapy: A
multilevel meta-analysis and implications for science and practice.  American Psychologist, 2017, 72, 2 (February-
March), pp. 79-117.

  
Older? Depressed? Get a Tablet!

 
Older adults are much more likely to experience depression, loneliness and social
isolation than younger people.  Is this you?  Start surfing the internet!  

Older Americans who regularly spent time online were about a third less likely to suffer
from depression  compared to peers who did not use the Internet.  The largest impacts
on depression were actually for those people who lived alone, so it's really suggesting
that it's about connecting with others, eliminating isolation and loneliness.  Older adults
are mostly interested in communicating with their family and friends, usually by email.  
Depression affects nearly eight percent of Americans over the age of 50, or between
5 and 10 million people. 

A lot of older adults have mobility and health issues that keep them from being able to
travel and visit with family. But being able to use email to see pictures of their kids,
grand kids or even great grand kids can help them stay in contact.  

Think you or your relative are too old to start using a computer?  Wrong!  

Individuals in their 80s, 90s and even in their 100s can still learn to use computers and
the Internet.  Adult children who are thinking of getting their parents online should think
about the interface.  Older adults may prefer tablets rather than regular laptop or



about the interface.  Older adults may prefer tablets rather than regular laptop or
desktop computers because the tablets are easier to use and much more portable.
Start very simply and let them know they're not going to break the technology, and if
something happens, you can help them fix it or somebody can help them fix it.  Really
emphasize repetition - have them practice sending emails to family members or to
friends or going online to search for different types of things.  Once older adults begin
to see how useful the Internet can be in their lives, you've got them hooked.

Jegtvig, S. (2014)  Retirees Who Use the Internet Less Likely to Be Depressed: Study  Reuters Health Information 
April 23, 2014   SOURCE: http://bit.ly/1fkzarN ; J Gerontol B 2014
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Lets Talk Medication:

 
"NEW" DRUG FOR SCHIZOPHRENIA

Cariprazine, a drug in the same family as other atypical antipsychotics (Clozaril,
Risperdal, Zyprexa and others that became available in the early 2000's)  became
available in the United States in March 2016 under the trade name Vraylar.  Like the
rest of these, this drug is a partial dopamine agonist that targets both the positive and
negative symptoms neural pathways.  The drug was approved in September 2015 by
the US Food and Drug Administration for the treatment of schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder in adults.  New research finds it seems to do fairly well in reducing the
negative symptoms associated with schizophrenia and is significantly better than
risperidone (Risperdal).

Fuller, D (2017).  In search of positive treatment for negative symptoms.  Treatment Advocacy Center Research Weekly,
March 21, 2017.  

Antipsychotic Medication and ADHD

Many children with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) are prescribed an
antipsychotic, yet up to 25% of these children apparently have no other mental health
diagnosis for which these medications are indicated.  This is a concern because there
is a risk associated with early antipsychotic exposure.  

One concern is antipsychotics are being prescribed in part due to a lack of readily



One concern is antipsychotics are being prescribed in part due to a lack of readily
available psychological or behavioral treatments for children and youth.  

This study, by the way, occurred in Canada, suggesting their much-vaunted public
healthcare system isn't so good after all.
Hauck, T.S. et al (2017).  ADHD Treatment in Primary Care: Demographic Factors, Medication Trends, and Treatment
Predictors .  The Canadian Journal of Psychiatry, January 19, 2017. 
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0706743716689055

DRUGS for PANIC ATTACKS?
 
Antianxiety and SSRI types of medication are frequently prescribed for people who
have panic attacks.  Panic attacks are an anxiety disorder where you feel--and look--
like you are dying.  The symptoms are similar to those of a heart attack and, indeed, it
is impossible to tell the difference without medical evaluation. 

The good news:  The drugs work well.

The bad news:  The drugs don't work well for very long.  

Relapse is very, very high--indeed, almost everyone (94% in this study) relapses.  In
other words, the panic attacks come back.

Current recommendations are to use medication for only a very brief period, while
engaging the individual in psychotherapy--which helps to lengthen the relapse rate and
also achieves a better recovery faster.

European Psychiatric Association (EPA) 23rd Congress. Abstract 0170. Presented March 29, 2015. 
http://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/842251?src=wnl_edit_tpal&uac=200967PN

Power of PRAYER

Do prayers or health or healing actually work?  In some studies, religious activity has
been associated with better health in many spheres: psychological, social functioning,
and physical health.  In other studies, people being prayed for by others showed no
difference in recovering from heart surgery, and those who knew they were being
prayed for actually had a higher incidence of complications.  Yet, studies also show
older adults who participated in private religious activity (such as prayer) live longer
than those who do not.  (Importantly, religious participation can be a protective factor
against suicide.  It is also known that people participating in religious activities function
better emotionally.  The specific religion is not important.  Ed.)

Carter, D. (2015).  Does prayer have the power to heal?  Louisville Courier Journal, May 7, 2015.

A New Series: 

Psychiatric Treatments Throughout History -
Odd, Outlandish or On the Right Track...

Attempts to treat mental illness date back to the ancient Greeks and Egyptians and

contain-perhaps more so than in any other field of medicine-an array of unusual

treatments that today may make us cringe.   A few make a degree of scientific sense,

some were genuine breakthroughs, and most were disasters. 



Over the next year, we will present some of the more odd, outlandish and intriguing

psychiatric therapies proposed throughout human civilization.  

 

Rotational Therapy

  
The early 19th century saw a brief, confounding fad for using centrifugal force to treat
mental illness. 

"Rotational Therapy" is credited to Erasmus Darwin, grandfather of Charles, who
proposed that excessive spinning would lessen "brain congestion" by increasing
pressure.   An eager adopter , Dr Joseph Mason Cox,  developed a novel technique
for rotating patients' bodies in a specially designed chair. Reports of patients reaching
a tranquil state after the procedure encouraged its spread across Europe. Doctors in
Germany and Ireland reported miraculous cures for hysteria, as well as induction of
sleep in mania of recent onset.

Although the medicinal benefits of these therapies were probably nonexistent, they are
nonetheless notable for providing the very first descriptions of G-force-induced
biomedical effects.  This helped us in being able to explore space!

Stetka, B.S. & Watson, J. (2016).  Odd and Outlandish Psychiatric Treatments Through History.  Medscape,  April 23,
2016.  http://www.medscape.com/features/slideshow/odd-psychiatric-treatments?
src=WNL_infoc_160724_MSCPEDIT_v2&uac=200967PN&impID=1163609&faf=1
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Donate While You Shop!



Donate While You Shop!

      

 

Kroger Rewards:

Visit www.kroger.com
Click Register/Sign-In to create/access your online account.
Add your Plus Card or Plus Card Alt ID (Hint: Older cards may not upload.
Contact  customer service or create a new digital card and new alt id.)
Under "Community Rewards" choose NAMI Northern Kentucky (Organization
#825338).

Remke Rewards:

Visit www.remke.com 
Click Register/Sign-In to create/access your online account.
Add your Plus Card or Plus Card Alt ID (Hint: Older cards may not upload.
Contact customer service or create a new digital card and new alt id).
Under "Caring Neighbor" choose NAMI Northern Kentucky.

Amazon Smile:

Shop Amazon via https://smile.amazon.com (Remember: Donations to NOT
apply to purchases made through www.amazon.com or Amazon's mobile app.)
Login or create a new account.
Under "Your Account," scroll to "Your AmazonSmile."
Choose NAMI Northern Kentucky as your charity and start shopping.

Volunteer for NAMI NKY

 
  
NAMI NKY welcomes the members of the community to share his or her time and talents
in spreading our mission and local mental health awareness. 

We currently have volunteer opportunities open for accounting and clerical support,
support group facilitators, Family to Family and Basic Course teachers, and

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg6Mg1Wzg9-q3Ag1GxsfHH0qE0pdjL5xNnCI41_ixC6gPI-QAU_oAAFgv33ecDIU6K_oXzbwfd6gV1mh5LRhl0N5QyrD4V-Wywn29EJcBqUCzykxdK2q2VsY=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg6Mg1Wzg9-q3oAnF9jN8qEZyIa6mYKewLsu0aFc_Z7dpNYUEloJb7S9s7qTSLrFWHRIMxFWCs1Eg7oGdQ5PNjlI_9YYM6hfKmjDndgnVhBD_b-y3K-b_62k=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg6Mg1Wzg9-q3kmWrQLYjkwOeAuhhtA9_ElFFYYw2g6KqzJa-sRmGKider3kdDGbFDrjLj7VsBrz_nV8Y2T0BL8DIZo1TbGN5EackanHmRVeXbYQKfRe7Ivo=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001RXH-ny9c-yDcAPWjG8Y_LqBcvn_muHBXKLyeFOvmQoMuxikyWqUBg6Mg1Wzg9-q3RfOSy_qb_eWLDP3sPlEkqfd3EKfhwkcf1k-r-dto_j1xKim0VBBHDoU42N7lhp_8t_trLu74yo-gLfraPwNwpZsJjMBv8H2peUaHmnQYYCA=&c=&ch=


 Steps-Against-Stigma annual walk preparation.   

To become a volunteer, go to www.naminky.org and fill out a volunteer form. 
(Note: Some volunteer opportunities may require specific NAMI training)

 

Have information or an article you would like to share?  
Email NAMI NKY at info@naminky.org 
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